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Between explanans and explanandum: biodiversity and the unity of theoretical ecology. 

Philippe Huneman.  
Institut d’Histoire et de Philosophie des Sciences et des Techniques (CNRS/ Université Paris I Sor-
bonne) 

Abstract. 
Biodiversity is arguably a major concept in ecology. Some of the key questions of the discipline are: why are 
species distributed the way they are, in a given area, or across areas? Or: why are there so many animals (as 
Hutchinson asked in a famous paper)?  It appears as what is supposed to be explained, namely an explanandum 
of ecology. Various families of theories have been proposed, which are nowadays mostly distinguished accor-
ding to the role they confer to competition and the competitive exclusion principle. Niche theories, where the 
difference between “fundamental“ and “realised“ niches (Hutchinson 1959) through competitive exclusion ex-
plains species distributions, contrast with neutral theories, where an assumption of fitness equivalence, species 
abundance distributions are explained by stochastic models, inspired by Hubbell (2001).  
Yet, while an important part of community ecology and biogeography understands biodiversity as an explanan-
dum, in other areas of ecology the concept of biodiversity rather plays the role of the explanans. This is mani-
fest in the long lasting stability-diversity debate, where the key question has been: how does diversity beget 
stability? Thus explanatory reversibility of the biodiversity concept in ecology may prevent biodiversity from 
being a unifying object for ecology. 
In this chapter, I will describe such reversible explanatory status of biodiversity in various ecological fields 
(biogeography, functional ecology, community ecology). After having considered diversity as an explanandum, 
and then as an explanans, I will show that the concepts of biodiversity that are used in each of these symmetri-
cal explanatory projects are not identical nor even equivalent. Using an approach to the concept of biodiversity 
in terms of “conceptual space“, I will finally argue that the lack of unity of a biodiversity concept able to func-
tion identically as explanans and explanandum underlies the structural disunity of ecology that has been pointed 
out by some historians and philosophers. 

Introduction. 
 Amongst the questions that theoretical ecologists have been debating for decades one finds: 
why are species distributed the way they are, in a given area, or across areas? How is biodiversity 
related to areas? Why are there so many species in tropical regions? In general, why are there so 
many animals (as Hutchinson asked in a famous paper)? Is the amount of species currently decrea-
sing and at what tempo? Why are so many species getting extinct in some environments now? 
Those questions have to do with what we have been calling, since Walter G. Rosen coined the word 
in the 80s (Tackacs 1996), “biodiversity“. 
 However, there are many ways of measuring biodiversity, tracking its progress or, more rea-
listically, its erosion: different measurement methods defined by different indexes, such as Shannon 
index, Simpson index, etc. (Gosselin 2014, Noss 1990), as well as various ways of capturing it in 
relation to the ecological scale, such as beta diversity, gamma diversity , etc. Moreover, there are 1

several concepts of biodiversity, some attributing species a privileged role and others including also 
genes, or ecosystems, as is attested in the definition of biodiversity used in international conven-
tions, such as the Convention on Biological Diversity (1992): “‘Biological diversity’ means the va-
riability among living organisms from all sources including inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other 

 Those terms were introduced by Whittaker to capture aspects of  the local and regional distributions of diversity. Al1 -
pha diversity refers to species diversity on sites or habitats at a local scale as well as  to the ratio of local to regional 
diversity, beta diversity compares the species diversity between ecosystems or across environmental gradients; gamma 
diversity is the total diversity in a landscape and  therefore the compound of the former two.



aquatic ecosystems, and the ecological complexes of which they are a part; this includes diversity 
within species, between species and of ecosystems’’. And even at the level of species diversity, spe-
cies richness as the mere amount of species is often considered too rough a biodiversity concept. In 
order to design robust diversity indices, ecologists or conservation biologists often add species 
evenness, and then consider the width of diversity, named as disparity – some wanting to integrate 
the consideration of abundances within the concept of diversity (Blandin 2014). In addition to mere 
species counting, however, some dimension of species similarity sometimes ought to be included in 
the concept of diversity: mitigating species diversity by functional or phylogenetic similarity results 
in the concepts of phylogenetic diversity or functional diversity, whose use is especially required in 
ecophylogenetics (Mouquet et al. 2012) for the former  and in functional ecology for the latter. 
 Thus, while it was tempting in the beginning to consider biodiversity as a key question and a 
key explanandum of ecology, the diversity of biodiversity prevents us from straightforwardly clai-
ming this. It may be argued, in turn, that this diversity seems to echo a lack of unity that affects eco-
logy itself. It has indeed often been complained in ecology that the field lacks the unity that charac-
terises the sister field of evolutionary biology. In 1989, Hagen already saw ecology as affected by a 
deep cleavage between a holological perspective and a mereological perspective, the latter using a 
demographic approach to ecosystems and communities while the former relies on a systemic view 
of the ecological objects, with or without appealing to evolutionary schemes of thought and natural 
selection. He concluded that this cleavage is essential to the discipline, and in turn allows ecology 
to explore a wide variety of objects and problems. More recently, Vellend (2016) has explicitly 
drawn a parallel between evolutionary biology and ecology and argued that ecology never had a 
unified framework similar to the one that structured evolutionary biology from the 50s onwards, 
and that allowed this science to flourish by providing researchers with common concepts, methods, 
key examples, key issues, and references.   
 Would it make sense to consider that the diversity of biodiversity is involved in the lack of 
unity of theoretical ecology? Or, more precisely, which disunity would be induced by this diversity, 
and is it unredeemable? 
 This will be the main question of the chapter. I will start by considering the issue of the long 
sought unity of ecology. Then I will explicate what I call the “explanatory reversibility“ of biodiver-
sity in ecology, namely its capacity to be explanandum and explanans in a science, as an essential 
feature of its theoretical role. Section 3 will consider more precisely the aspects of diversity as an 
explanandum of various ecological programmes, involving distinct explanatory schemes. Section 4 
turns to diversity as an explanans, focusing on the relations between various kinds of stability and 
distinct notions of diversity, and characterizing the differences between such diversity and the way 
diversity is used in the explanatory programmes formerly described. In section 5, I propose an ac-
count of the ecological notion of diversity in terms of a “conceptual space“, in which various biodi-
versity concepts used in the varied explanatory strategies I described are specifically constructed. I 
use it in order to explicate the specific profile of the explanatory reversibility of diversity in ecolo-
gy, and draw conclusions about the lack of unity in ecology and the epistemic status of the notion of 
diversity. The major argument developed there relies on the fact that the two explanatory projects 
concerning diversity target different “regions“ of the total conceptual space of biodiversity so des-
cribed. 

1. The unity of ecology. 
  
 It is often heard that ecology lacks unity – be it to complain about the missing unity (Vellend 
2010), or to claim that it is a richness proper to this scientific discipline (Hagen 1982). Inversely, 



“unifying principles“ or theories have been constantly pursued for ecology (e.g. Margalef 1963, 
Hubbell 2001, Loreau 2010, Vellend 2016). Before considering the specific theoretical role of a 
biodiversity concept in ecology, and the possible unifying role it could play as an object or a perva-
sive concept, I will review the most general divides that seem to prevent such unity. After having 
listed some subfields, I will attempt at ordering this disunity by indicating the major lines of divi-
sion (summarized in figure 1 below). 
 A quick glance at ecological subdisciplines shows the overall variety of questions and me-
thods that characterizes the field. Behavioural ecology studies the traits (“behaviours“) of orga-
nisms, hypothesized as adaptations to their (possibly social) environment; community ecology is 
about communities, i.e. sets of various species in the same region, considered from the viewpoint of 
the diversity and succession of species occurring within it. Population ecology mostly considers 
few species and focuses on the dynamics of the abundances of each of them given their major eco-
logical interactions (predation or competition). Biogeography is interested in the distribution of spe-
cies across higher scale dimensions, namely regions. Functional ecology considers the interactions 
between various species from the viewpoint of their net effect on the shared environment, especially 
by addressing networks of trophic relations and ascribing its species a role in the ecosystem (Loreau 
2010). Ecosystem ecology as advocated by the Odum brothers (e.g. Odum 1953) develops such ap-
proach and uses schemes of thermodynamic thinking in considering ecosystems (i.e. communities 
plus their abiotic environment) under the perspective of semi-closed systems exchanging matter and 
energy with their environment (Hagen 1992). On the other hand, Ecological genetics initiated by 
E.B. Ford (Ford 1964) – a student of Fisher, considers the dynamics of population in various spe-
cies from the standpoint of the changes of gene frequency within each species. Finally, evolutionary 
ecology (Roughgarden 1979) borrows tools from ecological genetics and approaches ecological pat-
terns as results of evolutionary processes.  

 Broadly speaking, evolutionary biology and ecology have complex relationships (McIntosh 
1986, pp. 256-263; Collins 1986; Harper 1967; Stearns 1982; Antonovics 1976; Huneman forth). 
Besides its interest in explaining adaptation and evolution (phylogenetic patterns), evolutionary bio-
logy is interested in explaining the patterns of diversity and unity across diversity (i.e. homologies 
and analogies) that characterize extant and past taxa (as well as molecular patterns). And ecologists 
are generally interested, as I will argue more extensively in the following, in diversity within and 
across communities and ecosystems. Thus, both disciplines, at their own timescale, focus on the 
same explanandum, that is diversity. 

 Haeckel famously defined ecology as the “science of the struggle for existence“, thus direct-
ly tying it to evolutionary biology to the extent that natural selection is seen by Darwinians as the 
key explanans and cause of evolution, adaptation and diversity. In principle, the emphasis on natu-
ral selection can be more or less strong in ecology, and this characterizes the whole field of ecologi-
cal sciences: they are somehow ordered along a gradient which goes from evolutionary ecology to 
ecosystem ecology. At one extremity, evolutionary ecology adopts a very evolutionary viewpoint, 
considering ecosystems as the scene of competition, cooperation and mutualistic interactions, all 
occurring in evolutionary time and therefore being always dynamic. The other extremity of the 
continuum may be represented by most trends in ecosystem ecology, which adopts a very systemic 
viewpoint (sometimes akin to thermodynamics) insofar as ecosystems are open dissipative systems, 
more or less chaotic, dealt with in thermodynamic or statistical mechanics terms (Hagen 1992). 

 This divide is not the same as Hagen’s distinction between mereological and holological 
perspectives on ecology mentioned before, since the holological view would accept an evolutionary 
understanding of ecology that takes communities or ecosystems as targets of selection. For instance, 



within a holological view echoing a Clementsian concept of community, an evolutionary parallel 
between communities and organisms, both being shaped by natural selection, is explicitly drawn in 
one of the major works on animal ecology in the mid 20th century, namely the Treatise on the prin-
ciples of animal ecology written by Chicago ecologists Clyde Allee, Thomas Park, Orlando Park, 
Knight and Emerson, and praised in the American Naturalist by Dobhzansky. They say: “a commu-
nity may be said to have a characteristic anatomy, an equally characteristic physiology and a cha-
racteristic heredity“, therefore community is the ”smallest [unit] that can be (…) selfsustained’’, and 
is precisely “a resultant of ecological selection“ (Allee et al. 1949, 437). 

 Besides this gradient around the use of selection, which ranges across ecology, from the 
most thermodynamic or systemic explanatory schemes (e.g. Odum’s ecosystem ecology) to the 
most evolutionary understanding (e.g. Roughgarden’s evolutionary ecology), ecology has been dis-
ciplinary cleaved between plant ecology and animal ecology since the 1900s. The two traditions 
were developed quite separately, starting respectively with the major advances of Warming (1909) 
and then Clements (1916) in plant ecology on the one hand, and the attempt at systematising animal 
ecology by Elton in the 1920s (e.g. Elton 1928), on the other hand.  

 Clements’ idea of succession in communities, analogous to the development of organisms, 
was a key concept for much of plant ecology (Horn 1975; Lortie et al. 2004). Even though the indi-
vidualistic concept of community put forth by Gleason in the 30s won over much of ecology, one 
can still see a difference between plant and animal ecology to the extent that the attention paid to 
succession and assemblages has been more prevalent in plant than in animal ecology. And as noted 
by Harper (1967), it is harder to track the offspring of plants and determine their reproductive suc-
cess, which partly explains why evolutionary perspectives were less favoured in plant ecology than 
in animal ecology.  

 In turn, animal ecologists have been massively worried about the question of the regulation 
of population size, which was probably the major controversial theme of ecology in the 50s, as can 
be noticed in the major gathering of evolutionary biologists and ecologists at the Cold Spring Har-
bour Symposium in 1957, devoted to population biology. Most of the talks – by Anderwartha, 
Birch, Lack, Chitty, Orians, etc. – were about population regulation in animal ecology. Much of this 
interest in regulation of population stemmed from a concern about pests. Charles Elton, a pioneer of 
invasion ecology, was the founder of the Bureau of Animal Populations in Oxford and one of its 
important tasks was pest control (see Chew (2011) on historical overview of invasion ecology). Un-
derstanding the reasons of population regulation, population cycles and possible overpopulation 
was a crucial requisite for a successful control. One may argue that this context explains the diffe-
rence between plant and animal ecology regarding the prevalence of the population regulation is-
sue . 2

 Orthogonal to this divide between plant and animal ecology, there is an important tension 
between a more biology-oriented ecology and a mostly mathematical ecology (e.g. Schoener 1972). 
In a 1949 paper on population regulation, ME Solomon, British ecologist of the Bureau of Pest 
Control, noticed that ecologists are divided into two camps, one that starts from biology and genera-
lizes, and one that builds mathematical models first and then tries to fit in the biological facts – e.g. 

 Actually, Clements and Shelford (1939) intended to close the gap between plant and animal ecology, by applying a 2

very general concept of community. They say: “the development of the science of ecology has been hindered in its or-
ganization and distorted in its growth by the separate development of plant ecology on the one hand and animal ecology 
on the other.” (p.v) Ten years on and with a similar goal of systematizing ecological knowledge and providing basic 
principles, Allee et al. (1949), while acknowledging that principles of ecology should be general, still restrained to ani-
mal ecology for reasons of immaturity of the field. 



Thomas Park’s experiments on flour beetles, or perturbation experiments on populations (Smith 
1952) vs. Lotka and Volterra’s equations (Solomon 1949). This divide still persists in various 
modes, as indicates the need recently felt by some theoretical ecologists to vindicate the use of ma-
thematical theorizing (Servedio et al. 2014). 

 Regarding those five distinctions, each theoretical constructions can be situated on each of 
the axes constituted by the gradient occurring between the poles of the distinction. In Figure 1 I 
sketched the position of very influential works taken from distinct periods of the history of ecology 
(Alle et al.’s Treatise (1949), Nicholson and Bailey’s model of host-parasite dynamics (1935), and 
Clements’ plant ecology (1916)) 

 

Figure 1. The divides of ecology. Each line represents one of the four dimensions. The lines stand for the position of 
three historically important views in ecology: in black, Clements (1916); in red, Allee et al. (1949); in blue Nicholson 
and Bailey (1935). 

 However, in the face of these various divides within ecology, someone could argue that bio-
diversity defines an object of investigation that crosses frontiers and divides between traditions, pa-
radigms, and explanatory strategies. A major issue in ecology is indeed coexistence – why is it that 
certain various species coexist and others not? How can they do so? It is a question in both plant 



ecology and animal ecology, approached from mereological as well as holological perspectives, and 
through mathematical or more empirically oriented perspectives as well. Community ecology is 
openly concerned with explaining biodiversity patterns, and biogeography enquires about species-
area laws, which are patterns about how biodiversity is scattered across various kinds of areas 
(McArthur and Wilson 1967). However, even functional ecology gives a key role to diversity (Lo-
reau 2010), at least under the mode of “functional diversity“, namely the differences between spe-
cies partitioned according to equivalence classes defined by ecological functional roles (producer, 
nutrient cycler, etc.) (Dussault and Bouchard 2017).  

 In addition, the emergence of the word ‘biodiversity’ in the 1980s could also indicate that 
there is an object proper to ecology here. In the following I shall focus on the explanatory logics of 
diversity in ecology, in order to assess (and eventually infirm) the hypothesis that biodiversity 
constitutes a shared object amongst various ecological theories and traditions, and that its concept 
could help define a unifying framework for ecology. 

2. The explanatory reversibility of diversity.  

 Many ecologists’ researches indeed focus on diversity. They range from very general ques-
tions about what causes diversity in general – Hutchinson asking “Why are there so many animals?“ 
(Hutchinson 1961), to questions about the way diversity is distributed locally and regionally – spe-
cies-area laws in biogeography, and the mathematical models explaining them in McArthur and 
Wilson’s Theory of Island Biogeography (1964), species abundance distributions in community 
ecology, or the patterns of succession of plant species in communities (as illustrated in Clements’ 
works), as well as questions of medium degree of generality about how it is possible that many spe-
cies coexist generaliter. One could view all these questions as various modes of an overarching co-
existence question: how is coexistence (amongst diverse species or organisms) possible and realised 
at various scales? 

 Besides explaining diversity under its various modes, ecology is concerned with biodiversity 
in another and very different way. A long standing debate in ecology regards what has been labelled 
the “diversity-stability hypothesis“ (Ives and Carpenter 2007, Pimm 1984). Simply put, it is the 
claim that diversity – especially species richness – begets stability (mostly in the form of the 
constancy of species abundances). The more species an ecosystem includes, the more stable it 
seems to be (namely, it contains the same species for a long time, with abundances fluctuating 
around a steady means). In this sense tropical forests, which are species rich ecosystems, has been 
providing examples of this pattern for many decades. The intuition of this fact was very robust, but 
its explanation has been overlooked for a long time.  

 However, in 1974 when Robert May started to investigate this hypothesis mathematically, 
by modelling networks of species and increasing the diversity value, it turned out that diversity does 
not beget stability but on the contrary prevents it. Assuming that a system which is ”stable only wi-
thin a comparatively small domain of parameter space (…) may be called dynamically fragile”, 
clearly ”such a system will persist only for tightly circumscribed values of the environmental para-
meters” (May 1975). The result of May’s models is that a ”wide variety of mathematical models 
suggest that as a system becomes more complex, in the sense of more species and a more rich struc-
ture of interdependence, it becomes more dynamically fragile.“ (ib.) Researchers then tried to ad-
dress this gap between these mathematical models and some data that tended to show a stability-



friendly effect of diversity. The question of stability became: what does explain the fact that some 
empirically attested diversity does not conform to May’s mathematical models? 

 Ecological stability is actually a crucial issue for theoretical reasons. After Darwin’s revolu-
tion, Linnaeus’ explanations for stability were no longer possible, and, inversely, the constancy of 
ecosystems constitutes a challenge if the world is an ever-changing Darwinian world led by compe-
tition. Ecological stability is also challenging for practical reasons, since understanding what makes 
ecosystems robust could allow us to manage and protect them. (In fact,  almost since its beginnings 
scientific ecology has been concerned with the damages inflicted by human industry and agriculture 
to natural ecosystems and ultimately to the environments in which human societies live.)  

 Diversity is therefore a two-faceted concept: it is a major explanandum for ecology under 
various guises, but when the question concerns the stability of ecosystems, diversity becomes an 
explanans. We witness here a major epistemological feature of evolutionary and ecological ques-
tions, namely the “explanatory reversibility“ of key concepts. Some concepts may indeed be the 
explanandum in some contexts and the explanans in others, and this reversibility attests to their 
theoretical significance. In evolutionary biology, notions such as plasticity (Nicoglou 2015), robust-
ness (Wagner 2005, Huneman 2018) or mutation rates display this epistemic feature, which was 
first recognised by Fisher in connection with some major properties of the genetic system (domi-
nance, recessivity, etc.) that condition evolution and are at the same time a product of past evolution 
(Fisher 1932). 

 In the field of ecology, diversity constitutes one of the concepts whose epistemic profile dis-
plays such reversibility. In the following I will explore this reversibility in more detail, and examine 
the role it may play in the structure of ecology. 

  

3. Diversity as an explanandum: conceptual and historical aspects of the ecological coexistence 
issue. 

 From the early times of ecology, diversity as an explanandum has been understood as a 
question of coexistence. I shall recapitulate this matter, and then consider a theoretical framework 
used to address it, namely the concept of ecological niche and its formulation by Hutchinson. I shall 
then turn to rival conceptions, mostly structured today around the idea of a “neutral theory“. In each 
case, I will emphasize the aspects of the concept of biodiversity that are prominently addressed in 
each explanatory scheme. 

 The coexistence question may be arguably one of the key issues handled by ecologists since 
the early 20th century. For decades, plant ecologists have embraced Clements’ concept of communi-
ty, which is slightly like an organism and displays a process of succession analogous to the deve-
lopment of an organism . Clements and the animal ecologist Sheldon in Bioecology (1939) genera3 -
lized this idea to plant and animal communities. Allee et al. (1949) major treatise on animal ecology 
took the concept of community on board – i.e. “the natural unit of organization in ecology“ (437) – 
as well as the parallel between organisms and communities, since like Clements they consider 
communities to have a “metabolism“. Their question here is about explaining the composition rules 
of an assemblage of species in a given community, and whether there are laws governing these spe-
cies’ procession.  

 “Development is the basic process of ecology, as applicable to the habitat and community as to the individual and spe3 -
cies.“ (Clements and Shelford 1939, 4) 



 However, in the 40s and 50s, the coexistence question seemed to be supplanted by a dif-
ferent issue, i.e. the explanation of population regulation: why does a population of a species gene-
rally fluctuate over a specific abundance, with regular cycles? From Elton (1927) to Hutchinson 
(1957) at least, the regulation issue was the other major problem for ecologists, especially animal 
ecologists – with, as mentioned above, a practical concern for invasions and pest control. To some 
extent, the regulation issue was more mathematically tractable than that of coexistence, as attested 
in the seminal models by Lotka and Volterra (Volterra 1926) and by Nicholson and Bailey (1935), 
which mostly deal with two or three species. Nicholson and Bailey explicitly acknowledged that 
handling many species would require very sharp mathematical skills (1935,  597). 

 Yet, when Hutchinson (1957) formulated his influential concept of niche as a hyperspace of 
environmental parameters in which a subspace of the hyperspace defines the viability conditions for 
a species, the coexistence question came again at the center of theoretical ecology . At the time, 4

such question was often traced back to an appeal to some form of group selection, as exemplified 
by Allee et al. (1949) animal ecology treatise and shared by many ecologists, as indicated above 
(see Mitman (1988) on these ideas of collectives and group selection). Coexistence in a community 
could be thought along the same lines as organismic integration, given that natural selection - indi-
vidual in the latter case, collective in the former case - underlied both systems and their cohesive-
ness. David Lack’s work on clutch size (Lack 1947, 1954) however progressively provided power-
ful arguments to think that individual natural selection, and not group selection, was the reason of 
population regulation, and a little bit later the idea of group selection met the devastating critique 
issued by Williams (1966). All this made the group selection approach to the coexistence question 
harder in principle. Hutchinson’s idea of niche to some extent thereby set the frame for more fruitful 
approaches to various modes of the coexistence question. 

 More precisely, Hutchinson published his conception in the “Concluding remarks“ to the 
1957 Cold Spring Harbour Symposium, where prominent ecologists and evolutionary biologists 
debated population ecology and mostly the regulation issue . The volume was a final landmark in 5

the debate over competition-centered (inspired by Nicholson’s (1933) initial model of regulation by 
density-dependent factors, and mostly represented by Lack (1954)) and density-independence-cen-
tered explanations of population regulation that emphasized factors such as climate (Anderwartha 
and Birch 1954) . Hutchinson’s view of the niche followed his assessment of the debate, which tried 6

to fairly acknowledge some epistemic value in both positions – mainly Lack’s view of density-de-
pendent regulation by competition and Anderwartha and Birch’s view of regulation by density-in-
dependent factors. 

 This concept of niche was used by Hutchinson to make sense of the role of competition in 
the regulation process. But more importantly, it also allows a grasp on the coexistence issue. Here, 
what explains coexistence is indeed the fact that first, each species has a “fundamental niche“, and 
second, that the portion of a fundamental niche shared by two species will be exclusively inhabited 
by the best competitor (Figure 2). “Fundamental niches“ once restricted by the process of competi-
tion – so, finally, natural selection – yield the “realised niches“, which explain where a species will 

 See Pocheville (2015) for a conceptual history of ‘ecological niche’ that relates Hutchinson to earlier views by Grin4 -
nell and Elton.

 On Hutchinson’s work and influence on ecology see Slack (2010). 5

 Collins (1986) and Huneman (forth.) argue that this episode was indeed instrumental in introducing the evolutionary 6

viewpoint in ecology.



actually be found in the environment. In a classic study, Joseph Connell (1961) studied two species 
of barnacles, Balanus balanoid and Chtamalus stemallus, which have a stratified distribution along 
the coast of Scotland. The balanus live on the border between see and rock, while the Chtamalus 
live just above it (Figure 3a). Balanus cannot really live much higher because they cannot resist 
dessication during low tides. But if we take out the Balanus, the Chtamalus now appear to occupy 
also the space inhabited by the Balanus, in addition to their known territory (Figure 3b). Thus, the 
fundamental niche of Chtamalus is the whole region of the rocks on which Balanus and Chtamalus 
live, but their realised niche is the territory where one finds them along with the Balanus, because 
the latter are a better competitor and wash Chtamalhus away from this portion of their fundamental 
niche. Partitioning the total environmental hyperspace into realised niches through the competitive 
exclusion principle eventually explains coexistence. The basic idea is that similar species cannot 
coexist for a long period of time, so one of them ultimately restricts the realised niche of the other: 
this idea yields a family of “limiting similarity“ theories of coexistence that have been elaborated 
since the 60s. “The generalization (..) that two species with the same niche requirements cannot 
form mixed steady-state populations in the same region has become one of the chief foundations of 
modern ecology.” (Hutchinson 1957) 

 

Figure 2. Realised and fundamental niches (the circle dots species is a better competitor than the crosses species) 
(Hutchinson 1957).



Figure 3. a) Coexistence of Balanus and Chtamallus. b) When Balanus are taken out, Chtamalus reveal their fundamen-
tal niche by occupying it. 

 As Hutchinson noticed, this theoretical tool is however not able to wholly explain coexis-
tence. The “paradox of plankton“, as he himself formulated (Hutchinson 1961), is the fact that 
while the hyperspace of environmental parameters in the ocean is very small, since there are few 
parameters (light, pH, temperature, etc.) distributed over a small range of values, thousands of 
plankton species exist instead of a few ones as predicts the theory of the niche. Hutchinson conside-
red various theories to explain this, especially the view that in reality the parameter values vary at 
the same time as the competitive exclusion process operates, which entails that the equilibrium par-
tition of the niche hyperspace predicted by the principle of competitive exclusion cannot be rea-
ched , and many more species actually exist.  7

 The niche theory elaborated by Hutchinson has been crucial to address the coexistence is-
sue. Hutchinson (1957) used it to explain why there are so many animals:  the huge variety of 
plants, on which animals feed, makes for a very large hyperspace for possible animals, and hence 
many realised niches and species. But another crucial ecological aspect is the distribution of species 
abundances, which is not taken into account by Hutchinson’s theory. As seen by Fisher and then 
Preston in the 30s, the species abundance distribution (SAD) seems to realize constant patterns, 
which can be expressed by either a lognormal curve (Fisher et al. 1943) or a logseries (Preston 
1948). Witnessing such a regularity in SADs, across various kinds of ecosystems on the planet, rai-
sed the question of explaining such patterns. Consequently, theories of coexistence approached by 
limiting similarity elaborated since the 60s have been refined to understand such patterns of biodi-

 ”At any point the illuminated zone of the ocean or a lake the phytoplankton is normally quite diversified. There is no 7

opportunity for niche specialization and the fundamental trophic requirements of all forms will cause them to draw on 
the same food supply. Such population cannot therefore represent equilibria, but since in general the plankton, though 
continually changing, remains in a highly diversified state, one can only suppose that the direction of competition is 
continually undergoing change with the progress of the seasons and concomitant thermal and chemical changes in the 
water and that no opportunity for the establishment of a single species equilibrium condition ever occurs.“ (Hutchinson 
1959) 



versity as SADs. A most recent elaboration of this theory is called the R* theory. Stemming from 
Mc Arthur and Levins’ (1967) paper on patchy environments and the competition between species 
foraging a finite set of identical resources heterogeneously distributed, and later developed by Til-
man (1982), this theory asserts that “when resources are heterogeneously distributed, the number of 
species can be larger than the number of limiting resources, thereby resolving Hutchinson’s paradox 
of the plankton. R* theory is a conceptual advance over previous phenomenological-competition 
theories, such as the Lotka–Volterra predator–prey model, because it predicts the outcome of com-
petition experiments before they are performed.” (Marquet et al. 2014). 

 Biodiversity as an explanandum means more than the coexistence question and SAD pat-
terns (see e.g. McArthur 1972). In fact, another pattern discovered by ecologists carrying out cen-
suses (especially on plants) was about the relation of surface area and species number. Called “spe-
cies-area law“, this was also a major pattern to be explained. In the seminal book by McArthur and 
Wilson, Theory of Island Biogeography (1967), henceforth Theory of Island Biogeography, the au-
thors recognise that the distribution of species is a major explanandum. However, their aim consists 
in switching from the “natural history” of species, which is mostly collecting patterns of those dis-
tributions, to a mechanistic explanation (more on this below). Theory of Island Biogeography starts 
by elaborating the “inland-island model“. Islands are small territories separated from one another by 
the sea, and all of them are at some distance from the inland. The inland constitutes a reservoir for 
species. Individuals of those species colonise islands, but the chances of colonizing an island de-
pend both on the distance of inland to X and on the size of X. The mathematical model therefore 
intends to explain varieties of species-area laws on the basis of these three parameters: island size, 
amount of islands, distances to inland. 

 Theory of Island Biogeography uses a hypothetico-deductive model-based method: like Fi-
sher or Kimura’s population genetics, it starts by building models and then considers how data and 
patterns fit to the model. Theory of Island Biogeography also works at a higher scale than commu-
nity ecology. “Islands“ of course are theoretical entities, not physical islands; they correspond to 
territories that are poorly communicating genes and organisms to other territories: they can be val-
leys, forest patches, etc. (Island biogeography has theoretical affinities with the concept of “meta-
population“ elaborated at the same time by Richard Levins (1969)). 

 Noticeably, most of Theory of Island Biogeography considers the dispersion and colonisa-
tion of species and not the relative fitness differences between individuals. Hubbell (2001, 2006) 
will consider this as the first “dispersal assembly“ model of coexistence, and will contrast it with 
the “niche assembly“ models deriving from the limiting similarity theory (Leigh 2007). His own 
theory, called the “neutral unified theory of biogeography and ecology“, intends to elaborate a dis-
persal assembly model, which is therefore ‘neutral’ in the sense that, like Kimura’s evolutionary 
models (Kimura 1985; He and Hubbell 2005), there is no fitness differences between species. His 
model integrates both regional and local community scale, and therefore allows to explain species 
abundance distribution as well as species-area laws. The key change for his theory (as compared to 
Theory of Island Biogeography) is that the neutrality assumption, called “ecological equivalence“, 
is defined in terms of per capita birth and death rates rather than in terms of species fitness (as 
McArthur and Wilson were doing) (Munoz and Huneman 2016, Hubbell 2005; Purves and Turnbull 
2006). It met predictive success: “It was surprising to find that spatial neutral models give rise to 
frequency distributions of precision that are very similar to those estimated from biological surveys, 
as a consequence of the spatial patterns produced by local dispersal alone’’ (Bell et al. 2006) – 
which concerned several kinds of communities, plants, coral reefs or fish (Muneepeeraku et al. 
2009). 



 Thus, a major divide in contemporary community ecology is today defined by the meaning 
ascribed to the neutral theory: whether ecologists follow Hubbell in considering that it is a good 
theory for biodiversity (especially because it has far less parameters than the rival R* theory, Mar-
quet et al. 2014), or think that the niche paradigm is still the best explanation since neutral models 
are not explanations (see amongst others Chave 2004; Hubbell 2005; Holt 2005; Allouche and 
Kadmon 2009; Leibold and McPeek 2006; Doncaster 2005; Rosindell et al. 2011). Without delving 
into the controversy, it has to be noted that the neutral theory appears as a unified, scale-encompas-
sing theory of biodiversity while the limiting similarity paradigm proposes explanations that are ge-
nerally different for several aspects of coexistence (species abundance distribution, species area 
laws, etc.). 

 In all those theories, the explanandum is a range of patterns of coexistence that are defined 
mostly in terms of species diversity, and often the species richness is the major aspect – even 
though species abundances are also taken crucially into account in SADs.  

 But what happens if we turn to diversity as an explanans?  

4. Diversity as an explanans. 

 In this section, I will consider the so-called stability-hypothesis and the particular notions of 
diversity that have been involved in the attempts to clarify, formulate and test this hypothesis for 
four decades. I will first consider approaches that focus on the way diversity as species richness is 
organized through interactions in ecological networks; then I shall turn to the notions labelled 
“functional diversity“ and “phylogenetic diversity“. 

 The diversity-stability hypothesis has been for a long time an assumed but unproven hypo-
thesis, evidenced by many observations – somewhat like famous mathematical conjectures that are 
not proven but seem established by the behaviours of known numbers. As Orians writes, ”The belief 
that natural ecosystems become more diverse and, hence, more stable with time after a disturbance 
is widely accepted and regularly repeated in ecology textbooks (…) the correlations, not to mention 
causations, are still obscure.’’ (Orians 1975, p. 139) Indeed, Orians notices that even the correlation 
between diversity and stability could not exclude that such a common cause as environmental 
constancy yields both.   8

 To this extent, the real meaning of the terms involved (which diversity? what stability?) was 
not really investigated . Thus, as indicated above, May’s mathematical findings that diversity per 9

se, crudely defined as the number of species interacting in an ecosystem, does not beget stability, 
triggered a reflexive turn in the study of diversity as a stability-promoter .  10

 Robert May’s results were in fact showing that an ecosystem with randomly interacting spe-
cies is less stable – in the sense of constancy of species’ abundances – while the amount of species 

 ”Environmental constancy facilitates diversity while reducing perturbations that might affect stability” (Orians 1975, 8

p. 139) 

 ”The concepts are normally discussed with poorly defined terms, reflecting an uncertainty about what concept(s) of 9

stability are useful in ecology’’ (ib.) 

 Notice that the regulation issue, arguably another key issue of theoretical ecology, also concerns an aspect of stabili10 -
ty, since it is about the steadiness of one species population abundance. Therefore, the diversity as explanans is involved 
in the other major question of ecology, provided one assumes that the key issues are regulation and coexistence.



increases. Yet some evidence of a stability-begetting effect of diversity existed in the field, as stated, 
for example by McNaughton (1977): “The weight of evidence resulting from explicit tests of the 
diversity-stability hypothesis (…) suggests, not that the hypothesis is invalid, but that it is correct’’. 
Thus, ecologists then enquired about what aspects of diversity were in those cases accounting for 
this effect. First, in contrast with May’s models, the connections in an ecological network are often 
not random. It may be that many predators have only one prey, for instance, and that a few super-
predators have many preys. In any case, few ecosystems are such that species have an even chance 
of having a given number of preys or predators. Thus, the question switched towards the identifica-
tion of the properties of ecological networks that would be such that increasing diversity would in-
crease stability. Given a fixed degree of diversity as species richness, many networks are possible: a 
first rough characterization of their differences is their particular value of connectance, namely, the 
ratio of the amount of realised connections (here, interactions) between species to the total amount 
of possible connections.   

 More generally, a perspective on the question of the role of ecological diversity in stability 
is the general investigation of topological properties of graphs realised by ecological networks of 
interactions. Diversity, as species richness per se, does not increase stability but some topologies 
make it likely to promote stability: this hypothesis supports the general move towards an investiga-
tion of ecological networks and their role in stability (Montoya & Solé 2002; Dunne 2002; Dunne et 
al. 2006; Kéfi et al. 2016). Some of the results emphasize the key role of species networks topolo-
gies in guaranteeing some stability. Scale-free networks, in which the distribution of the degrees  11

of the nodes follows some power law , are stable because this topology entails a very low probabi12 -
lity for a random species extinction to reach one of the hubs of the network and hence alter the ove-
rall structure, and ultimately the functioning of the community (Solé et al. 2002). This probability 
becomes lower with the increasing size of the network, i.e. with the increase in species richness. 

 Small-world structures  of ecological networks, when they are realised, also beget stability. 13

This is because the high clustering coefficient means that the overall pattern of interaction is pre-
served if some cluster in the network is altered. On the other hand, the short path length means that 
a species which loses its privileged interacting species in its neighbouring cluster can still be related 
to its other interacting species via the other species in its network, to which it is highly connected 
(Strogatz 2001; Solé  and Goodwin 2006). In this case, similarly, increasing the amount of species, 
hence the size of the network, strengthens this stability-enhancing property. 

 May’s counterintuitive findings about stability not yielded by diversity in general are there-
fore corrected or supplemented by those network analyses of the topology of ecological network; 
however, it is not clear exactly what is meant in both cases by “stability“. Thus, the meaning of 

 In a given network, made up of nodes (or vertices) and edges that connect some nodes, the “degree“ of a node is the 11

amount of edges on this node.

 Intuitively, there are a few nodes with many connections (they will be called hubs), slightly more hubs with a bit less 12

connections, and so on, and a large majority of nodes with only very few connections. Formally speaking, the number 
of nodes of degree n+1 will be 1/10 the number of nodes of degree n. (Or any mathematically power law of the same 
kind). Wealth in human societies is known to follow power laws; and one frequent generating process for power law 
nodes distributions is the “preferential attachment“, namely, the probability of having a new connection is proportional 
to the extant amount of connections. Sometimes called ‘rich get richer’ this process is clearly instantiated by financial 
mechanisms. (Albert and Barabasi 2002)

 Small-world is a kind of network characterized by the fact that it is highly clustered (a cluster being a set of nodes 13

more significantly connected between themselves than to other nodes) and at the same time has a short path length (the 
path length being the average number of edges between two randomly taken nodes) (Watts and Strogatz 1998).



“stability“ in all these models had to be questioned. As Tilman (1994) made clear, even if species 
richness does not, in theory, beget stability as constancy of species abundances, it has a positive ef-
fect on the constancy of biomass of an ecosystem. That is clearly another meaning of “stability“, 
which relies on diversity. And early on, Holling (1973) had introduced resilience understood as the 
ability of an ecological system to restore its key parameters after a perturbation. Resilience has va-
rious modes and can be empirically measured. Moreover, “persistence“ named the fact that an eco-
system does not “lose“ a species, even though the abundances of all species vary a lot and do not 
come back to the initial state.  

 Notions of stability are themselves even more numerous and it is not even clear if there is 
one overarching meaning. Orians (1974) distinguishes: Constancy – “a lack of change in some pa-
rameter of a system, such as the number of species, taxonomic composition, life form structure of a 
community, or feature of the physical environment’’; Persistence – “the survival time of a system or 
some component of it”; Inertia– “the ability of a system to resist external perturbations’’; Elasticity 
– “the speed with which the system returns to its former state following a perturbation” (which is 
similar to Holling’s resilience); Amplitude – “the area over which a system is stable’’; Cyclical Sta-
bility – “the property of a system to cycle or oscillate around some central point or zone’’; Trajecto-
ry Stability – “the property of a system to move towards some final end point or zone despite diffe-
rences in starting points’’. (Figure 4) Stability, in other words, depends on the kind of perturbations 
one considers, and for Orians, in addition, all measures should be related to fitness: “For these rela-
tionships to be insightful, perturbations [or perturbation types] should be related to the evolutionary 
histories of the organisms experiencing the perturbations, and measured in terms of the total in-
vestments that must be made to increase or maintain fitness during those perturbations.” (ib. p. 143) 
This indicates a bias in favor of evolutionary approaches to ecology, which may not be found in 
other theories of stability, especially when one turns to functional or ecosystems ecology.  

In any case, the question of which diversity begets stability, and how it is possible that a certain di-
versity begets a certain stability, presupposes that one clarifies which stability is at stake. Not all 
diversity properties are likely to beget the same stability property . 14

 

 On the various meanings of stability in ecology, and the possibility of formally making sense of some of them in the 14

context of phase spaces, attractors and measures of Lyapounov exponents, see Justus (2008).

Figure 4. The six kinds of stability in ecology (after Orians 
1975)



 Of course, the ecological networks can be understood also from the perspective of their dy-
namics (Ulanowicz 1983, Szymer and Ulanowicz 1987), and especially by considering not only the 
constraints put by the topology on the possible dynamics (Huneman 2015), but also, by capturing 
the major behaviours of the dynamics of fluxes within the networks and the possible evolution of 
the networks likely to follow (Ulanowics 1986). This approach is perfectly compatible with a func-
tional ecology that would consider ecosystems as open thermodynamic systems and model their in-
ner behaviour, such as what Odum (1953) theorised. It allows researchers to understand the role that 
increasing diversity (as species richness) plays in the productivity of ecosystems, or ecosystem 
functioning, or some key features of ecosystem functioning. 

 The network perspective is not the only way to capture the possible contributions of diversi-
ty, mostly as species richness, to stability, or to some aspects of it. Functional ecologists started to 
define “functional differences“ understood in terms of functional roles of a species played in an 
ecosystem (Blandin 2014). From this perspective, two species can be biologically different but 
functionally equivalent. Such functional diversity may be likely to play a role that species diversity 
cannot play in the emergence and maintenance of some stability. However, functional diversity and 
species richness are not wholly orthogonal. As Tilman (1996) argued, species diversity induces a lot 
of microscale environmental heterogeneities, which in turn allow for a wide variety of ecological 
roles. But this connection is just plausible and does not allow one to always consider species rich-
ness as a proxy for functional diversity. 

 Experiments have recently confirmed the stability-enhancing role of functional diversity. 
The bumphead parrotfish Bolbometopon muricatum is the largest parrotfish in the oceans and is 
considered a keystone species in the coral reef. It is a major target for fishermen (and hence an im-
perilled species) but is also heavily consuming reef substrate: “the most conspicuous and perhaps 
most powerful effect B. muricatum has on reef ecology is delivered via individuals’ intense direct 
consumption of reef substrate.”  (McCauley et al. 2014) 

 The experimental change of this parrotfish to another parrotfish, or the reintroduction of 
other parrotfish species after its removal, show that the equilibrium of the coral reef is threatened. 
However, species diversity in this case is not changed (Bellwood et al. 2003). But given that the 



functional role of the bumphead parrotfish is unique, it follows that functional diversity is decreased 
while species richness remains constant. In this case functional diversity, and not species diversity, 
is what contributes to ecosystem stability.   

 Functional diversity seems thus to positively relate to productivity and stability of ecosys-
tems. However, as argued by Cadotte et al. (2009) ‘’functional group richness is a problematic mea-
sure for two reasons. First, the removal or addition of ‘‘functionally redundant’’ species may have 
effects on community dynamics and processes, indicating that there are important functional differ-
ences not captured by broad groupings. (…) The second reason is that functional group richness 
tends to predict only a limited amount of variation in productivity and may even explain less varia-
tion than having randomly assigned groups.’’ 

 Thus, more recently ecologists have started to consider phylogenetic diversity and its role in 
ecosystem functioning and conservation biology, under the name of “ecophylogenetics“. Here, phy-
logenetic diversity is understood as ”the amount of evolutionary history represented in the species 
of a particular community”, and ”commonly used measures of phylogenetic diversity are the total 
branch length of a phylogenetic tree that contains all species present in a community, or the sum of 
pairwise distances between species weighed by their relative abundances.“ (Mouquet et al. 
2012) Ecologists found, for instance, that plant productivity is enhanced in communities with phy-
logenetically distantly related fungal species compared to closely related species. “This result sug-
gests, under the hypothesis of a strong phylogenetic signal of the traits considered, that the loss of 
an entire lineage could have strong negative ecological consequences since distinct lineages are li-
kely to perform different functions.“ Thus, to this extent one can use phylogenetic diversity “as a 
proxy of unmeasured functional diversity for the purpose of assessing its connection to ecosystem 
functioning“ (Mouquet et al. 2012).  

 The three diversities, species richness, phylogenetic diversity and functional diversity, are in 
general quite decoupled. This is manifest in a study by D’Agata et al. (2015) on the human impact 
on biodiversity loss in coral reefs. In the reef area, human density varies on a gradient spanning 
from 1,7 to 1720 inhabitants/km2. They investigated the effect of this density upon the three biodi-
versities. It turned out that the impact starts to be sensible at a threshold of around 20 inhabitants/
km2; however, the effect is very different regarding each kind of diversity. Considering the extreme 
impact, at 1705 inhabitants/km2 the effects are: on species richness: 12%; on functional diversity: 
46%; on phylogenetic diversity: 36%. Thus, first, species richness is a very bad predictor of human 
impact on biodiversity loss and should be not used as an indicator for coral management, one 
should prefer functional and phylogenetic biodiversity instead; second, the slope of the impact after 
the threshold, on each diversity, is significantly different, therefore they cannot be taken as proxies 
for each other (Figure 5). 



Figure 5. Differential effects on human density in three kinds of biodiversity. After D’Agata et al. 2015

 To sum up, diversity as an explanans is diffracted into several concepts of diversity such that 
each play, within different explanatory perspectives, a specific explanatory role regarding producti-
vity, stability and other ecosystem functioning aspects. Those diversities are not translatable and are 
in general weakly correlated, even though locally under some conditions they can be quite aligned. 

 It seems therefore that the explanatory reversibility of diversity includes a gap between the 
explanandum and the explanans, since the explanandum is mostly concentrated upon species rich-
ness, unlike the explanans. In turn, the explanandum is instantiated in various patterns of biodiver-
sity that may link space and diversity, while the explanans generally does not include biodiversity 
patterns (or at least the same biodiversity patterns : SADs, species-area distributions etc.). Two ge-
neral conclusions can be drawn here: as an explanans, ecological diversity is much more diffracted 
than as an explanandum; and the explanatory reversibility of the concept is not transparent, com-
plete or univocal. 

 One can usefully compare this explanatory reversibility to the explanatory reversibility of 
robustness in evolutionary biology. Here, robustness, understood either as a capacity to function 
notwithstanding disturbances, or as an ability to maintain a set of functions in a very wide range of 
circumstances (Kitano 2001) also covers distinct meanings. Especially, the two key types of robust-
ness for evolutionary biologists are “mutational robustness“, as a robustness defined with regard to 
genetic mutations, and “environmental robustness“, as a robustness defined with regard to environ-
mental changes (DeVisser et al. 2002). Biologists debate about whether one has been the effect of 
the other, and then, given that robustness is a very general property of living systems at all levels 
(Wagner 2005), they ask two kinds of questions: what made robustness evolve (robustness as an 
explanandum)? What does robustness do in evolution and how does it affect it (robustness as an ex-
planans)? But such explanatory reversibility of robustness (Huneman 2018) is quite complete, in 



the sense that the two kinds of robustness are considered, both, in the explanans side and in the ex-
planandum side. This is not the case with the biodiversity concept in ecology. In the last section, I 
shall attempt to account for the structure of the concept of diversity in a way that will make sense of 
this specific explanatory reversibility of the concept. Ultimately, this will decide upon the role of 
“biodiversity“ as a crucial concept for unifying ecology. 

5. A “conceptual space“ approach to the diversity concept. 

 What do I mean when I say that some X – a community or an ecosystem – is more diverse 
than Y? Does it include more species, or more diverse, or more functionally diversified, or X is 
phylogenetically more extended on the tree of life than Y ? 

 No principled way exists to answer this question. One could be tempted to say that there is 
no objective answer at all. However, another approach consists in saying that there are many objec-
tive facts enveloped in a judgment about X being more diverse than Y, and that the concept of bio-
diversity is then in each case built or constructed upon this set of objective facts. Various answers to 
the question are then yielded by various ways of constructing this concept of biodiversity. 

 Such an approach could be developed in the following terms: consider each of the properties 
used to construct biodiversity indices and to measure biodiversity as axes in a hyperspace. Species 
richness would obviously be one, as would then be species evenness, disparity, species abundance, 
phylogenetic distance, functional differences. Those axes describe facts about each community or 
ecosystem that can be objectively measured: the number of species at the local scale, their abun-
dances, the functional redundancies or the amount of the phylogenetic trees covered by the species 
in a community or metacommunity are not in the eye of the beholder, they can be settled indepen-
dently of epistemic preferences, explanatory strategies or methodological choices (or, at least, their 
objectivity is not different or less objective than generally establishing facts in science). Thus each 
community or ecosystem occupies a point (or a small neighbourhood, considering that the values 
evolve in time) in this space, defined by how much it scores on each of these axes (Figure 6). Func-
tional diversity is the projection of this point on the axis “functional diversity“; same for phylogene-
tic diversity. 

 



  

Figure 6. The conceptual space of biodiversity and its axes. Notice that axes can be weighed and scaled differently in 
order to construct a specific biodiversity concept. 

 But of course each axis may not be as important as the others regarding a given diversity 
measure – for instance, some concepts of diversity used in conservation biology would overtone 
functional diversity or species abundances; and diversity in ecophylogenetics, but also in biogeo-
graphy, could overemphasise the axis of “phylogenetic diversity“. Many diversity indices are in-
deed constructed by considering the values on several axes but not all of them, and then by possibly 
weighing the various axes differently; e.g. species richness or disparity could be differently wei-
ghed. If one wants to represent in our conceptual space the way a specific biodiversity concept, and 
then biodiversity measure, is constructed, one could assign different scales to each axis. This plura-
lity of choices regarding the importance, weight or scales of each axis results in a plurality of pos-
sible concepts of biodiversity. And in turn, each explanatory project in ecology regarding diversity – 
as an explanans, or as an explanandum – will involve one (or a few) specific biodiversity concepts 
among this plurality. 

 In this approach, “biodiversity“ appears as a possible construction built upon the objective 
values that X (community, ecosystem) scores on various axes. Each way of constructing it, by ma-
king projections on some axes, or taking only a few axes, possibly scaled or weighed in different 
ways, provides a different concept of biodiversity. Each of these concepts in turn is based on objec-
tive facts, but includes some epistemic and possibly non-epistemic values that governed the 
construction of this concept from those facts. For instance, the biodiversity concept used in conser-
vation may emphasize the dimension of abundance, since the probability of extinction of a species – 
which is in general something conservation biologists intend to prevent – is inversely proportional 
to abundance. But the weighing of the axes here, and the overweighing of abundances, relies on the 



non-epistemic value of our interest in conserving species. Inversely, some biodiversity concepts 
used when one wants to design, maintain or maximise ecosystem services, may favor the functional 
diversity; here too, the reasons for weighing axes differently relies on non-epistemic values, namely 
our interest in flourishing ecosystem services. 

 Now, the explanatory reversibility of the concept of diversity can be studied in this context. 
Considering that biodiversity is defined in this conceptual space determined by the axes I mentio-
ned, it appears that diversity as explanans and diversity as explanandum target different regions of 
this space (Figure 7). According to analyses in sections 3 and 4, the explanans is heavily concentra-
ted around the axes on functional and phylogenetic diversity, while the explanandum would be ra-
ther located around the axes of species richness, evenness and abundances. The overall conceptual 
space of diversity is therefore not identically involved in the two explanatory takes on diversity, and 
this characterizes the epistemic nature of such an explanatory reversibility, as compared to the ex-
planatory reversibility of the concept of robustness mentioned above. The latter is “complete“, 
while the former is not – in the sense that the conceptual space (respectively, of robustness and of 
diversity) is in the latter case completely and identically concerned by both explanatory projects, 
and in the former, partially and differently concerned by each explanatory project. But (unlike di-
versity) robustness cannot claim to be a shared and pervasive object in evolutionary biology, and 
therefore the “completeness“ of its explanatory reversibility does not carry consequences for the 
question of the theoretical unity of evolutionary biology, unlike in the case of ecological diversity 
considered here. 

Figure 7. Regions of the conceptual space of biodiversity targeted by explanatory projects: in red, when biodiversity is 
the explanans, in blue , when it is the explanandum. 



 This approach to diversity as a conceptual space was not only intended to provide a repre-
sentation for the incompleteness of the explanatory reversibility of diversity. It is more generally 
intended to make sense of the fact that the epistemic status of diversity in ecology does not allow 
for a theoretical unity based on the concept, because various explanatory questions in ecology target 
different conceptual areas of this space. Thus, even though there is here some unity, due to the fact 
that there is one conceptual space, it is the unity conferred by a same general object. But the fact 
that the space is so to say differently exploited by various approaches and traditions makes it diffi-
cult to think that for this sole reason a theoretical unity can embrace all those approaches and tradi-
tions. 

 Through this “conceptual space approach“ to diversity, one sees that diversity is not a purely 
subjective property, or a property that only exists is the eye of the (scientific) beholder; that many 
crucial explanatory projects in ecology diversely target diversity; and that at the same time, all these 
projects cannot be theoretically unified through this reference to diversity as something objective. 

 Conclusion 

 To wrap up the arguments made here, biodiversity is arguably a key issue in ecology, and 
many theories and explanatory strategies are concerned by it. Diversity is manifestly an explanatory 
reversible concept, and at first stake this could mean that it could play a role in unifying ecological 
theories and tools. However, because of the specific incompleteness of the explanatory reversibility 
of the concept of diversity, illustrated by the way in which its conceptual space is variously targeted 
by explanatory projects, it appears that the discourses, theories and explanatory strategies of ecolo-
gists could not be theoretically unified as a set of scientific approaches to diversity. Even if it is per-
haps illusory to think that a single concept could unify a theoretical field, in a non-superficial man-
ner at least, the present enquiry shows that in order to search for unifying principles for ecology, 
one should not start by focusing on biodiversity. Ecologists share a concern for biodiversity, but the 
geography of the concept of diversity is such that this shared concern cannot become a principle of 
unification or an essential part of a unifying strategy. 
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